KIT REVIEW | RTF 3D aerobat

Yak 54

ROLLING OFF THE PRODUCTION LINE OF A
LESSER-KNOWN MANUFACTURER, CENTURY
UK’S ELECTRIC AEROBAT CAN STILL FLIP
AND TUMBLE WITH THE BEST OF ‘EM, AS
MIKE WILLIAMS REPORTS...

s a company, Max Thrust
seem to be somewhat of an
enigma; a session of
Googling pretty much comes up
empty as far as its business is
concerned, but what you can find is
information about the model range.
The latter includes a good
smattering of scale, EDF and
aerobatic aircraft, all of which are
produced from Epoflexy (the
company’s own EPO formulation),
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with most being available in two
flavours – PNP (Plug ‘n’ Play)
complete with 750Kv brushless motor,
100A ESC and 5 x 17g metal-geared
servos pre-installed (as per the review
example), or airframe only.

YAK-TASTIC
Prise the lid from the large box and
you’re greeted with a very wellpacked ARTF airframe, each
individual part getting its own inner

box and bagged up to prevent any
surface scratches. With everything
extracted and laid out, one of the
most noticeable aspects is a
surprising amount of scale detailing,
which includes panel lines, rivets and
even corrugations on the control
surfaces, as per the full-size. The
included hardware pack is excellent
and well up to the stresses of 3D
freestyle aerobatics which, no doubt,
most owners will subject it to.
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With the Yak’s component parts
covering most of the floor I took a
quick look through the manual – a
dozen A4 colour pages of photos
accompanied by clear, well thoughtout instructions – and just had to get
stuck in.

I think it’s fair to say
that the model is in
dire need of a good
colour scheme.

QUICKIE
The first port of call is to glue the tail
feathers onto the back of the
fuselage, easily achieved using the
glue that comes with the kit. With all
of the control surfaces supplied
pre-hinged you quickly end up with a
fully functional tail end; bolt the tail
wheel into place, fit the control horns
to the control surfaces, use the
supplied control linkages to hook
things up, and the job’s a good ‘un.
The u/c simply bolts on, and with
the wheels supplied pre-mounted to
the legs the whole task is completed
in about five minutes! Moving to the
front of the model, the only thing
that needs to be done is mount the
prop driver, spinner and prop, all of
which are supplied.
Preparing the wings is simplicity
itself, indeed all that needs to be
done is fit the control horns and
control linkages. The wing attaches to
the fuselage over a fibreglass tube
wing joiner, and is secured by bolts
(two each side) that engage with
captive nuts pre-moulded into the
fuselage. The only bit of radio gear
that I had to supply and fit was an Rx
(I used a Futaba FASST 617FS
2.4GHz), and with this sitting snugly
in the airframe all that was left was to
apply the decals which, to be honest,
don’t complement the model all that
well. The surface seems perfect for a
paint scheme, which in my opinion
would be the better way to go.

UP AND AT IT
With flyable days being at a bit of a
premium this summer I decided to
take advantage of the first reasonable

one that came along to maiden the
Yak; no blazing sunshine, but the
conditions were calm and (for once) it
wasn’t raining!
With the static photos out of the
way I gave the model a final onceover, checking that the C of G was in
the right place with the 2650mAh 4s
Optipower Li-Po positioned
accordingly. The range check was
okay, as were the control movements
(deflections set as per the
instructions, but I also dialled in some
exponential – 60% elevator, 45%
rudder and 50% aileron).
Time for the maiden, then. Opening
the throttle provoked an immediate
response and the Yak was airborne
within about six feet! Quickly backing
off to half throttle to calm things
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down I trimmed the model as it flew
downwind, a few clicks of up and left
aileron being all that was needed to
keep things on the straight and level.
It was very apparent that the elevator
needed some more exponential as
she was noticeably pitchy, so I
brought her in for a quick landing and
bumped the exponential up to 70%.
Airborne again the model felt much
better, and I could get on with
exploring its flight envelope. With a bit
of height gained I checked the stall
first and, as expected, this turned out
to be non-existent, ending up in a
harrier-type descent that can be turned
into a normal harrier with a bit of
power. Actually, it’s very stable in this
manoeuvre with little wing rock, and
the inverted harrier is even better!
Getting back to more conventional
manoeuvres, those big ailerons see
the model performing quick rolls, but
what’s surprising is how axial those
rolls are, a trait that translates nicely
to other rolling manoeuvres such as
rolling circles and rolling loops, both
of which are very controllable and
can be flown at quite a small size. You
need to be careful, though, as using
too much of the powerful rudder and

The hardware is
excellent and well
up to the stresses of
3D freestyle
aerobatics.

If you’re in need of
a good winter hack
with which to hone
your freestyle skills,
this one is well
worth a look.
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The quality of the
mouldings and the
fit of parts is
excellent. Add a
receiver and away
you go...

It needs a pilot,
wouldn’t you say?
elevator can induce a tip stall.
One-roll loops are axial and the
rudder control is exceptional,
especially during the last quarter of
the manoeuvre. There’s no evidence
of any surface blow-back during any
of these manoeuvres, which is a
testament to the 17G servos fitted.
Slow rolls are also surprisingly easy,
considering the Yak’s 3D-biased
design. As you’d expect with that

I wouldn’t be
without this model,
even though my
example was let
down by a faulty
servo.
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powerful rudder the model knifeedges well although it does pull
towards the u/c slightly, which I
subsequently mixed out using a 3%
rudder / up elevator mix.
Before getting into the 3D stuff I
tested the vertical performance,
which can be considered unlimited
on the stock set-up. From the top of
the climb I tipped it over into a
blender that flattened out surprisingly

well, and with some opposite rudder
it transition from inverted flat spin to
inverted harrier without issue. The
transition from inverter harrier to
prop hang is instant, indeed the Yak
locks into the prop-hang fairly well. A
word of caution, though, as the short
tail moment means the model is very
sensitive to control inputs in the
prop-hang, so you need to exercise
some precision on the sticks. The
ailerons are powerful enough to
counteract the torque effect during
the prop-hang, and when reversed
the model will torque roll at quite an
impressive rate. Rolling harriers are
also very controllable due to the short
tail moment; those large ailerons
create a fair amount of drag at full
deflection and help slow the model
down during the manoeuvre.
After about six minute of full-on 3D
flying the Li-Po showed signs of
power loss, prompting a landing. This
is a trouble-free affair, although the
model doesn’t glide very well so a
power-on approach is recommended.
Incidentally, on the subject of
duration, the instructions recommend
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a 3350mAh 4s Li-Po, which will
improve the performance beyond
that of the review model on its
2650mAh pack.

after much testing the problem was
traced to a bad solder joint on the
rudder servo’s PCB, which was a bit
disappointing, but easily fixed.

FURTHER TESTING

WRAPPED

Whilst the initial results were
encouraging a problem did appear
during the fourth flight, when the
rudder locked over during a prophang; this made for a rather
interesting few moments, followed by
a low-speed crash on the runway.
Testament to the ruggedness of the
airframe was the fact that no damage
was done apart from the rudder
hinges pulling out. On first inspection
the rudder worked as it should, but

Max Thrust’s Yak is a very capable
aircraft with unusual scale details,
good flying characteristics and a very
robust airframe. That failed servo did
give some cause for concern, but at
time of writing I’ve had another 15
flights and the model hasn’t missed a
beat, so maybe it was just bad luck. I
won’t be getting rid of it anytime
soon, that’s for sure, in fact such is its
durability, I’m planning to use it as
my winter hack.

DATAFILE
Name:

Yak 54

Model type:

RTF 3D aerobat

Manufactured by:

Max Thrust

UK distributor:

Century UK
Tel. 01795 437056
www.centuryuk.com

RRP:

£199.99 (PNP)
£129.99 (airframe only)

Wingspan:

59” (1500mm)

Fuselage length:

47.6” (1210mm)

Wing area:

4.7sq. ft. (0.44sq. m)

All-up weight:

4 lb 14oz (2.2kg)

Wing loading:

16.5oz / sq. ft. (5kg / sq. m)

Functions (servos): Aileron (2); elevator (2);
rudder (1); throttle (via ESC)
Rec’d Li-Po:
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4s 3350mAh

Quality:

Poor

Acceptable

Excellent

Assembly:

Easy

Intermediate

Difficult

Flying:

Novice

Improver

Experienced
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